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FOOD AND CULTURE is the market-leading text message for the cultural foods courses,
providing current info on the health, culture, food, and diet habits of the most common ethnic
and racial groups living in america. The authors include comprehensive coverage of crucial
ethnic, religious, and regional groups, including Native People in america, Europeans, Africans,
Mexicans and Central Americans, Caribbean Islanders, South People in america, Chinese,
Japanese, Koreans, Southeast Asians, Pacific Islanders, Folks of the Balkans, Middle Easterners,
Asian Indians, and regional Americans. It is designed to help health professionals, chefs, and
others in the meals service industry learn to work effectively with associates of different ethnic
and religious groupings in a culturally sensitive manner.
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came in very poor condition We rented this for an on the web class, and it came in inadequate
condition. The reserve had a bunch of different meals/beverage stains that were so huge it
looked as though the book have been submerged in espresso instead of having coffee spilled
onto it, and it sensed as if whoever do the spilling didn't even bother to clean it off, but just let
the stains absorb into the book. A couple of the web pages were stuck together and my
roommate and I couldn't get them apart without tearing them. She experienced also rented this
book off of Amazon the semester before for the same course and hers had can be found in great
condition. Additionally, throughout my four years of undergrad, I have never had
accommodations textbook from Amazon come in anything much less than good condition, so we
had been both a bit surprised by the situation. It just sat in the corner not being utilized because
I didn't even want to touch it. And I believe it even came a . We rented the kindle e-book and
selected the day which .. I bought it new, and it came as expected - in ideal condition. Everything
went efficiently but today July 13th three weeks before course ends suddenly my rental was
expired. We rented the kindle e-book and selected the time that i wanted the rental to end
August 5th (which was the last day time of my class).. Weird. This product is actually good and it
has lots of useful information regarding the .00... So essentially I selected the day my class
ended for the rental expiration date and suddenly it changed.. And now it must be rented until
October just in order to rack up the purchase price.shady.. Therefore I returned onto amazon to
rent it again and today it wont i want to select my own return time and instead it really is saying
the rental has to be until October and can cost me another $36. Wtf.. and it came needlessly to
say - in perfect condition.. Extremely details. I love it.. Like some reviewers pointed out, nothing
is in bold, which forces you to waste materials your time searching for a term. This product is
actually good and it has plenty of useful information about the different food cultures across the
world I love it. Luckily for me personally, I didn't also end up having to use it for the class. Like
some reviewers mentioned It is unfortunate this book lacks some concern for students despite
ample information it offers. If you want to learn more about the authentic food in various
countries and their religion, you should purchase this book. This was exactly the textbook I
needed for an online class I am currently taking.. And I believe it also came a few days previous
than expected, that was perfect. Also among the best prices I could find for this book on-line.
environment influences meals. Has some pictures. Easy to read. Touches on how religion & Easy
to read Briefly explains a bit about every lifestyle. Also talks about different cultures in the us
and how individuals were influenced by the western culture. Three Stars Had to buy it for
school. Somewhat interesting Just makes me starving lol One Star This book came in torn apart
Five Stars Was as expected One Star Book had rips
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